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Green Jobs BC 

CLIMATE LEADERSHIP IN BC 
 

Green Jobs BC is a coalition of labour and environmental groups, with hundreds of 
thousands of members, focused on building the green economy of tomorrow. We share 
a vision of an inclusive, sustainable economy that provides good jobs that are socially 
just, protect the environment and reduce carbon emissions. These principles underlie 
our policy recommendations regarding the Climate Leadership Plan Discussion Paper. 

While the focus of the Climate Leadership Plan is, and must be, the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions, we believe it is also an opportunity for BC to demonstrate 
how reducing emissions can also create thousands of stable, family-supporting, skills-
enhancing jobs throughout the province. 

We appreciate this opportunity to share our ideas with on the Climate Leadership Plan 
Discussion Paper. We sincerely hope that the Province will incorporate these 
recommendations into the final Climate Leadership Plan. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Our recommendations are in the following four policy areas: expanded public transit, 
renewable energy generation, buildings, and the carbon tax. 
 

PUBLIC TRANSIT 

1. Develop a comprehensive transit plan for Metro Vancouver. 
2. Provide consistent and stable funding for capital and operating costs. 

 

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION 

3. Reform the sections of the Clean Energy Act that limit BC Hydro’s ability to 
research, test, and develop new renewable energy generation projects. 

4. Develop a long-term renewable energy development plan that places solar, wind, 
biomass/biofuel, and geothermal at its centre. 

 

BUILDINGS 

5. Encourage early adoption of net-zero building technologies and practices through 
policy requirements and financial incentives. 

6. Improve energy code compliance and track building energy performance and 
operations. 

7. Develop energy rate designs that better incentivize conservation. 
8. Provide a mixture of financing, grant, and rate incentives to encourage residential 

retrofit and energy efficiency programs. 
 

CARBON TAX 

9. Implement a new schedule of carbon tax increases that extends for 10 years with 
a review after 5 years. 

10. Broaden the application of the carbon tax to all sources that can be accurately 
measured. 

11. Ensure the overall tax policy is progressive through measures such as an 
increase to the low-income tax credit. 
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EXPANDED PUBLIC TRANSIT 
Metro Vancouver’s transportation emissions are provincially meaningful and most 
readily addressed by transit investments. Non-commercial transportation makes up 35% 
of Metro Vancouver’s greenhouse gas emissions and 6.8% of the province’s total 
emissions. The region is expected to grow by another million residents and 600,000 
jobs by 2041. This population and employment growth will result in a 17% increase in 
greenhouse gas emissions in a business-as-usual scenario, as well as liveability and 
congestion challenges.   
 
The following recommendations should not obscure the significant transit improvements 
that are necessary in other parts of British Columbia, such as the Capital Region District 
and fast growing centres in the Okanagan. 
%
Recommendations 

• Develop a comprehensive transit plan for Metro Vancouver.  
 

• Provide a consistent and reliable source of capital and operating funding.  

 
This plan should provide additional service across the region, target specific areas of 
congestion, and give more people low-carbon transportation choices. 

Such a plan already exists in the Mayors’ Council Transit plan, and Green Jobs BC 
strongly supports its adoption as a vision by the provincial government.  
 

Areas of investment 

• Targeted rail investments: new light rail lines linking regional centers in Surrey 
and the Langleys; a Millennium line extension from VCC-Clark to Arbutus; 
additional cars along the existing Expo, Millennium and Canada Lines, and the 
West Coast Express. 
 

• Bus and facilities investments: expand existing service by 25%, increasing in 
the basic service area, upping the frequency of peak and all day networks, and 
adding night service hours; 11 new B-Line rapid routes to provide a rapid link 
across regional centres, adding 200 km of limited stop service; SeaBus service 
will increase by 50%; a 30% increase in HandyDART service; upgrades to 
existing facilities across the region to address growing demand, accommodate 
expanded level of transit and increase operational efficiency.  
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GHG impacts 

Current GHG non-commercial transportation emissions are approximately 35% of Metro 
Vancouver GHG emissions, and approximately 6.8% of the province’s total GHG 
emissions. In absolute terms, non-commercial transportation emissions were 4.3 million 
tons in 2011.  

Business as usual vs. transit investment: Business-as-usual in 2030 shows a rise in 
non-commercial transportation emissions by 17%, to 5.1 million tons. Transit investment 
sees a rise of 7.7%, to 4.7 million tons. However, due to the large projected increase of 
population and employment growth (over 1,000,000 new residents and 600,000 new 
jobs by 2041), the greenhouse gas emissions per kilometre traveled will drop 
dramatically. 
 

Economic impacts 

Over 10 years, the Mayors’ Council transit plan will contribute 26,322 person years of 
new direct employment and $4.48 billion toward GDP in Metro Vancouver. On average, 
over the 10 years, 4,380 person years of employment will be created annually, reaching 
5,901 annually by 2024. 
 

Timeline 

Years 0-5: 7 new B Lines; increases in the basic service area, and all-day and peak 
frequent service network; SeaBus frequency increases; expanded HandyDART service; 
additional cars on the Expo, Millennium and Canada Lines as well as the West Coast 
Express; and upgrades to facilities.  

Years 5-10: 4 new B Lines; further increases to the basic and all day and peak frequent 
service network; further expansion of HandyDART and night bus services; new facilities 
and upgrading existing facilities; new rapid transit in Surrey and Langley and in the 
Broadway corridor in Vancouver.  

Costs: Additional funding of $110 million per year in years 2-6 of the plan, $275 million 
per year from years 7-11, and $390 million per year from year 12 onward.  
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RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION 
 
Recommendations:  
 

• Reform the sections of the Clean Energy Act that limit BC Hydro’s ability to 
research, test, and develop new renewable energy generation projects. 
 

• Develop a long-term renewable energy development plan that places solar, 
wind, biomass/biofuel, and geothermal at its centre. 

 
The Clean Energy Act requires the province to generate at least 93% of its energy from 
renewable sources and requires the province to be energy self-sufficient. 

 
The province’s energy needs continue to grow. Depending on the success of 
conservation efforts, annual energy needs will grow by 17-36% by 2031, while peak 
capacity needs will grow by 16-33%. This growth could be even further increased if the 
shift to non-fossil fuel vehicles accelerates or temperature extremes worsen. 
 
There are concerns about energy and capacity shortfalls starting in 2019. Thus, we 
need to look to other energy generation possibilities to address the province’s growing 
energy needs. 
 
Options such as wind, solar, biomass/biofuel, and geothermal are becoming more 
efficient and cost-effective and will undoubtedly be the source of future energy 
production. However, BC Hydro is currently limited by the Clean Energy Act and cannot 
pursue research, piloting, or full-scale development of other energy projects. Further, 
the province has no specific plans for energy production after Site C. 
 
Beyond meeting the province's energy needs, reforming this section of the Clean 
Energy Act and developing a proactive plan for the province’s future renewable energy 
generation needs will result in a variety of benefits: 
 

• The economic risk of developing smaller, more numerous projects is lower than it 
is with megaprojects such as Site C. This will also decrease variations in 
production and reduce the cost of buying replacement energy in low production 
periods. 
 

• While major energy developments can deliver significant economic benefit to 
single communities, a diversified energy generation portfolio can spread out job 
creation and economic benefits across the province, into communities small and 
large. It will also build on the already substantial and growing clean energy 
economy in BC. 
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• Developing a plan to continue to draw the vast majority of the province’s energy 
from renewable sources reduces greenhouse gas emissions, particularly as the 
shift away from fossil fuels for transportation occurs. 

 
• Having a diversity of generation sources enhances the province’s energy self-

sufficiency and security, insulating us from variations in weather or natural 
disasters. 
 

• These projects can have a significantly lower impact on local ecosystems than 
major projects. 

 
Household and community energy generation 
 

While most of the province�s increased energy needs will come from the larger 
renewable projects described above, there are also benefits to encouraging energy 
generation at the level of communities, businesses, and local households: 
 

• For individual households, government can provide subsidies, financing, or 
grants to encourage small-scale power production projects. 

 
• Incentives could also be created to make these types of projects more cost-

effective for private contractors. 
 

• Businesses with capacity to self-generate could be given credits or have excess 
energy purchased by BC Hydro for use elsewhere. 

 
• Similarly, the provincial government could provide incentives or simplify 

regulations for community-based programs. 
 

• A strong example of a community-driven program is the solar garden in Nelson, 
where citizens buy power from city-owned solar infrastructure for 25 years and 
receive credits that will balance and eventually reduce their hydro bills. 

 
• Excess energy from home or community projects can also be sold back to the 

grid. BC Hydro currently allows this, but the size of projects and the value of 
generated power could be increased to further incentivize this activity. 
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BUILDINGS 
Recommendations:  

• Encourage early adoption of technologies and practices through policy 
requirements and financial incentives. 
 

• Improve energy code compliance and track building energy performance 
and operations. 
 

• Develop energy rate designs that better incentivize conservation. 
 

• Provide a mixture of financing, grant, and rate incentives to encourage 
residential retrofit and energy efficiency programs. 
 

The Province should commit to improvements to performance requirements in the 
building code resulting in a net-zero ready requirement by 2027 and should commit to a 
stretch code that leading local governments can adopt. 
 
The Province should also require new public-sector buildings, including the SUCH 
sector, be built to net-zero standards, so that government leads by example in a way 
that is directly aligned with the objectives for private sector buildings and generates 
expertise within the industry. 
 
To test-drive net-zero building development and have examples from which to learn and 
adapt, the Province should launch an exemplary building pilot-project program: 

o Design program criteria focused on low-cost, simple reproducible solutions 
that allow different building approaches (e.g. Passive House, Living 
Building, other). 

o Ensure this program is in place for several years to allow for a substantial 
pool of buildings from which to learn and to drive market demand for 
products. 

o Collaborate with universities and other research institutions to study 
design options adopted in exemplary buildings and monitor actual 
performance of occupied buildings both during and before the program. 

 

Strategies to support early adoption should include: 

• Improve energy code compliance – Increase stringency of energy code 
compliance and establish the tools to do so. 

 
• Track building energy performance and operations – allows better 

understanding and evaluation of building performance and provides quality 
assurance that buildings are operating at the level they were designed. 
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• Provide incentives and innovative financing solutions – Well-designed 
incentives can offset some of the incremental costs and risks associated with 
new technologies and motivate developers to go beyond code. 

 
• Invest in industry training and capacity – Fostering innovation as well as the 

knowledge and skills required to design, build, and operate high performance 
buildings is essential.  

 
• Invest in public-sector buildings – Reduce costs and improve building quality 

in the public sector as well as accelerate the skills development and innovation 
needed for the broader private sector net-zero transition.%

 

Housing Retrofits and Residential Energy Efficiency 
 
The province should develop energy rate designs that better incentivize 
conservation. 

As noted above, the demand-side-management and conservation techniques utilized by 
BC Hydro have not kept up with projections. Part of the reason for this is that BC 
Hydro’s current Residential Inclining Block Rate structure doesn’t send a conservation 
price signal to 70% of its customers. Utilizing smart meters to provide more 
personalized conservation targets and incentives can encourage small-scale energy 
savings. Similarly, rates could also be redesigned to encourage conservation for 
businesses and industrial clients. 
 
Provide a mixture of financing, grant, and rate incentives to encourage residential 
retrofit and energy efficiency programs. 
 

• Energy efficiency is immensely important to any energy strategy, as the cost of 
conservation is significantly smaller than that of new generation. BC Hydro has 
not met the forecasted efficiency savings from their existing demand-side-
management techniques, which exacerbates the annual energy and capacity 
issues outlined in the previous section. Due to these shortfalls, a more diverse 
and aggressive approach to energy conservation is necessary. 

 
• There are four main ways that the government can promote energy conserving 

home retrofits for residences, and all four should be considered in order to have 
the broadest possible impact: 

o By providing financing programs through BC Hydro or a financial 
institution partnering with BC Hydro, customers can pay off retrofit 
investments while saving on energy. Financing schedules can be tied to 
energy savings to limit bill impact and further encourage customers to 
make the investment.  

o Grants for particularly effective projects could be considered. 
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o Rate discounts for people who make investments and demonstrate 
significant conservation could — as noted above — add yet further value. 

o The Province should clarify legislation and work with the Municipal 
Financing Authority to enable interested local governments to lead Pay-
as-You-Save on-bill financing and property assessed retrofit programs, as 
is the case in Ontario. In conjunction, the Province should restore 
LiveSmart incentives. While there are currently  BC Hydro and Fortis BC 
retrofit incentives, they apply quite logically to services supplied by each 
company and oil heating is not covered. The Province should continue to 
work with each utility to maximize energy efficiency measures and strive to 
nurture widespread retrofit leadership. 

 
• This will, of course, have the largest impact if done in conjunction with rate 

changes, as discussed above. 
 
• This project would build and enhance the training and apprenticeship 

opportunities for workers in green trades, while ensuring steady work for those 
who have already gained experience. 
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CARBON TAX 
The carbon tax should be amended to allow for increases, it should apply to all 
measurable sources, and it should be a progressive tax. 
 
Recommendations:  
 

• Implement a new schedule of carbon tax increases that extends for 10 
years with a review after 5 years.   
 
The rate of increases should be $5 to $10 per tonne per year depending on 
modeling from Climate Leadership Plan. While the carbon tax freeze is currently 
scheduled to end in 2018, we believe there has been enough global carbon 
pricing progress to justify ending the freeze immediately. For example, since the 
freeze was implemented, there has been progress on carbon pricing in Quebec, 
Ontario and Alberta.  

 
• Broaden the application of the carbon tax to all sources that can be 

accurately measured.  
 
The new sources that would be included are: vented methane and formation 
CO2 from the natural gas sector and industrial process emissions from cement, 
aluminum and lime sectors. These additions would increase the carbon tax 
coverage from ~75% of B.C.’s emissions to ~85%. Vented methane and 
formation CO2 from the gas sector are particularly important gaps in the current 
coverage because there are opportunities to reduce these sources of emissions 
that aren’t currently being encouraged with the carbon tax.  

 
• Ensure the overall tax policy is progressive through measures such as an 

increase to the low-income tax credit.  
 
For example, a 10-year schedule of $5 per tonne per year increases would take 
the carbon tax from $30 per tonne to $80 per tonne. A similar increase in the low 
income tax credit would take it from $115.50 per adult per year to $308.00 per 
year. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


